
   

2016 WIRAB-CREPC Fall Meeting Minutes 
October 31 – November 2, 2016 

The US Grant Hotel – San Diego, CA 

 

Welcome and Introductions (October 31st 1:00 PM) 

WIRAB-CREPC Chair John Savage (OR) provided the welcome and introductions.   

Regional Transmission Planning 

John Savage, Chair of CREPC & WIRAB, moderated a discussion surrounding regional 

transmission planning in the West 

A. Assessment of Regional Transmission Plans 

-- Joseph Eto, Senior Scientist, LBNL  

o Mr. Eto described the current state of regional transmission planning in the U.S. 

The Quadrennial Energy Review conducted a national detailed review of 

transmission plans with a focus on FERC Order 1000 and assessed barriers to 

plan implementation. Processes for Order 1000 planning is still very new, and 

therefore good record keeping is important to review the effectiveness of Order 

1000 planning. Mr. Eto walked through the U.S. Regional Transmission Groups’ 

development, timing, governances, processes, and evaluation methods. 

B. California RETI 2.0 Stakeholder Outreach 

-- Keegan Moyer, Senior Consultant, Energy Strategies 

o Mr. Moyer described the California Renewable Energy Transmission Initiative 

(RETI) 2.0 Western Outreach Initiative. RETI 2.0 Western Outreach conducted 

two regional public workshops to receive feedback from Western States and 

industry stakeholders. Feedback themes: renewable demand, renewable supply, 

constraints, market opportunities, transmission expansion proposals and 

configurations. Recommendations garnered through the Outreach Initiative 

included to continue regional collaboration, update resource and transmission 

data, and address barriers to entry. 

C. WECC Joint Task Force Proposal 

-- Ian McKay, Co-Chair, Joint TEPPC-PCC Task Force 

-- David Angell, Co-Chair, Joint TEPPC-PCC Task Force 

o Mr. Angell presented the Anchor Data Set concept proposed by the task force 

looking at restructuring transmission planning at WECC. The Anchor Data Set 

(ADS) will combine production cost models and power flow models by utilizing 

utility integrated resource plans and western planning regions interregional plans 

to create an interconnection-wide data set for 10 years the future. The ADS will 

yield a common starting point for WECC stakeholders use in scenario analysis.  
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o Mr. McKay presented the proposal on a single planning committee at WECC 

referred to as the Reliability Assessment Committee (RAC). The RAC will be 

open to all stakeholders and decision making will primarily be conducted by 

consensus. The proposal is that the RAC will report the WECC CEO rather than 

the Board, which focuses more on strategic direction of the organization rather 

than the day-to-day operations. The Scenario Subcommittee will focus on creating 

plausible scenarios in WECC’s 10 to 20 year timeframe and will have a diverse 

governance much like the current TEPPC committee at WECC. The proposal will 

not be decided on this December to allow for more stakeholder feedback. 

D. State Response Panel 

-- Michael Florio, Commissioner, California PUC 

o Commissioner Florio described his concerns with the proposal including that the 

regional planning groups don’t make sense when major Order 1000 projects 

typically cross multiple planning regions. Competitive bidding for projects is 

lacking in some regional entities and therefore the regional planning groups may 

be less independent than a WECC wide process. The RAC proposal makes sense 

to combine the expertise. The ADS has issues since projects may be overlooked 

by regional planning regions. 

-- Doug Little, Chairman, Arizona Corporation Commission 

o Chairman Little discussed his recent dissent on a recent merchant transmission 

line decision. Elements of need for project: important to have clear statement on 

benefit and quantify the benefits that a transmission project should move forward. 

Projects need to have concrete evidence that benefits will be provided by the 

development of the project and are there any unintended consequences to a 

community from the development of a project. 

-- David Clark, Commissioner, Utah PSC 

o Commissioner Clark is fairly satisfied with current regional transmission planning 

process. Western Planning Regions can provide transparent and collaborative 

processes that benefit certain regions. States need to do more to participate in the 

processes at the Western Planning Regions and the WECC proposal is helpful 

getting better participation in the processes. 

-- Maury Galbraith, Executive Director, WIEB 

o Mr. Galbraith has a deeper perspective on the WECC proposal as a member of the 

taskforce. FERC Order 1000 transmission planning currently leads to Western 

Planning Region doing just a “long staple approach” where IRPs are gathered and 

aggregated together without any vetting of integrated resource plans of individual 

utilities. RETI 2.0 process is looking beyond its own footprint and is an example 

of what planning should be doing. Anchor Data Set proposal drives another “long 
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staple” through Western Planning Region plans without checks for reasonableness 

and is likely not going to create a good plan. The RAC proposal has its potential 

benefits since it strives to get the expertise of both TEPPC and PCC committees 

together to complete round-trip capability.  

International Policy Update 

A. Mexico Electric Industry Restructuring 

-- Jim Robb, Chief Executive Officer, WECC 

-- Ruben Arredondo, Senior Legal Counsel, WECC 

Mr. Robb and Mr. Arredondo provided an update on Mexican electrical energy 

reform which has been driven by high energy costs, trying attract new capital and 

technology, the desire to increase “clean energy” and the need to increase universal 

service. The Mexican regime has proposed a new regulatory structure that splits the 

utility from the regulator and created an independent system operator. There is an 

increased focus on “clean energy” (includes renewables, hydro, co-gen, combined 

cycle gas) and goal 50% by 2050. The reform also calls for increased privatization, a 

more robust wholesale energy market with recent successful energy auctions, planned 

system expansion and more interconnections with the U.S. mainly through WECC. 

Mexico is also considering to recognize NERC as the international Electric 

Reliability Organization (ERO). 

B. Canada Climate Policy 

-- Christine Lazaruk, Exec. Dir., Strategy and Integration, Alberta Energy 

o Ms. Lazaruk described the national landscape of Canadian energy reform. The 

Vancouver Declaration was signed by all First Ministers with a goal to work 

together to reduce emissions. On October 3, 2016 the Federal Government of 

Canada proposed a Canada-wide carbon pricing by 2018, with either direct 

pricing or through cap-and-trade and a minimum price of $10/ton up to $50/ton in 

2022. The goal is to reduce carbon emissions by 30% relative to 2005 emissions. 

All carbon tax revenue is to remain in the Provinces. 

o Ms. Lazaruk also provided an update on Alberta’s changing energy policy. 

Alberta released a 2015 Climate Leadership Plan with a focus on carbon pricing 

on electricity, oil sands, and natural gas. The plan proposes a $20/ton tax in 2017 

to $30/ton 2018. Alberta also has a goal to phase out coal by 2030. Legislated oil 

sands limit of 100 megatonnes (Mt) per year. Alberta is also implementing a new 

methane emission reduction strategy with the goal of reducing methane emissions 

by 45% from 2014 levels by 2025 

-- Amy Sopinka, Electricity Policy Analyst, BC Ministry Energy/ Mines 

o Ms. Sopinka provided an update on British Columbia’s energy initiatives. B.C. 

recently released a Climate Leadership Plan Vision: 2016 Climate Leadership 
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Plan designed to keep B.C. on path to its 2050 goals. BC has a 2050 greenhouse 

gas target of 80% below 2007 levels. The plan outlines 221 Action Items to 

achieve a 25 Mt reduction CO2 emissions and it includes a revenue neutral carbon 

tax. 

Electric System Natural Gas Infrastructure Risk 

Maury Galbraith, Executive Director at WIEB moderated a discussion around natural gas 

infrastructure risk. 

A. SPSC Natural Gas Interdependency Reports 

-- Arne Olson, Partner, Energy + Environmental Economics 

o Mr. Olsen presented previous work conducted by E-3 and DNV-GL on western 

natural gas and Electricity infrastructure.  

o Phase 1: Will there be adequate natural gas infrastructure to meet the needs of the 

electric industry in the West approximately 10 years in the future? Findings – NG 

and electric industries are deeply linked, under base case gas transportation 

infrastructure generally adequate to meet needs, Gas generation that does not 

contract for firm transportation service may be subject to interruption, the regions 

of the Western Interconnection are highly interdependent in their reliance on 

natural gas transportation and generation infrastructure, Regional coordination 

will play a key role in responding to gas generation curtailments, The loss of 

critical gas infrastructure presents a plausible risk not traditionally considered in 

electric sector reliability planning, coal retirements will require expansion of 

natural gas infrastructure. 

o Phase 2: Will the gas system have adequate short-term operational flexibility to 

meet electric industry requirements? Under the conditions examined in this study, 

meeting the variable gas demands needed to integrate high penetrations 

renewables is technically feasible, The addition of renewable generation to an 

electric system reduces the overall level of gas demand while increasing its 

variability, Imbalances between gas deliveries and receipts to gas systems can 

cause challenges, Intermittency and unpredictability of renewable generation may 

increase the frequency and magnitude of imbalances on pipeline, Transportation 

services tailored to meeting variable demands may facilitate renewable 

integration. 

B. Eastern Interconnection Interdependency Report  

-- Richard Levitan, President & Principal, Levitan & Associates  

o Mr. Levitan presented previous work done in the Eastern Interconnection on 

natural gas interdependency that included participation from major ISOs in the 

East. There were four objects for the study: (1) Develop baseline of natural gas 

system; (2) Evaluate capability to serve electric sector fuel requirements in 2018-
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2023; (3) Assess resiliency of the gas system in terms of electric reliability when 

contingencies occurred; (4) Review operational and planning issues.  

o Highlights: Character of service – Most generators do not hold firm transportation 

entitlements; Gas Infrastructure adequacy analysis – Constraints affect generation 

in ISO-NE, NYISO and PJM; Contingency Analysis – Most gas contingencies 

allow time for PPAs to schedule alternative resources; Fuel Assurance – Duel-fuel 

capability less expensive than incremental firm transport in almost all cases. 

o Gas system assessment for WECC – Gas system resiliency, enhanced need for 

flexible generating resources to provide greater ramping requirements, 

consequences of changes in pipeline and storage infrastructure capacity. 

C. Expert Response Panel 

-- Jim Robb, Chief Executive Officer, WECC 

o Mr. Robb described the issues with gas as it moves from a fuel of convenience to 

more a reliability fuel that the electric system depends on more and more. There is 

a need to look at in the West at: (1) infrastructure buildout, timing may take 

longer than it used to; (2) understand the interdependencies to mitigate 

contingency and understand single points of failure; (3) coordination between 

electric and NG operations; (4) importance of the hydroelectric system. Gas 

policy has not caught up to reality, along with reliability standards and fuel 

security as well as long-term planning decisions. 

-- Brian Theaker, Director Regulatory Affairs, NRG West 

o Mr. Theaker provided some background on NRG’s operation in the West which 

operates 9500 MW of generation primarily in California and the LA Basin subject 

to the Alison Canyon outage. Two main points: (1) Infrastructure matters, the 

polar vortex affected southern California gas supply, Aliso Canyon provides 

nearly 62% of the gas flow in LA, there needs to be an assurance that there are 

enough pipeline, wires, etc.; but also (2) Market rules matter, there is a 

coordination gap between natural gas and electric industries, with a lack of timing 

of markets between markets. 

-- Justin Thompson, Director, Resource Ops & Trading, APS 

o Mr. Thompson described some more challenges from an operation perspective 

with the natural gas and electric industries. Communication is key between 

electric system operators and natural gas pipeline operators. Scheduling power 

and natural gas over the weekends and holidays very challenging because the 

markets are so disconnected. 

-- Susan Ackerman, Independent Consultant 

o Ms. Ackerman described the gas industry fairly simple compared to electric 

industry. The West doesn’t have the “missing money” problem that the East 
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typically has because the West is more vertically integrated. Updates can be done 

to the E-3 study, but Ms. Ackerman believes that no new full study necessary. 

There does need to be increased work on getting better communication between 

the natural gas and electric industries 

Recess 

WIRAB Chair John Savage (OR) recessed the meeting at 5:00 PM. 

Welcome and Introductions (November 1st 8:00 AM) 

WIRAB Chair John Savage (OR) provided the welcome.   

Mountain West Transmission Group 

-- Carrie Simpson, Sr. Manager Market Operations, Xcel Energy 

o Ms. Simpson gave an update of the Mountain West Transmission Group common 

tariff discussion. Looking at combining 9 Open Access Transmission Tariffs 

(OATT). The group is considering hiring a Regional Transmission Organization 

(RTO) to run single tariff or joining with an RTO with full market operations. 

Leaning toward full market option and looking for implementation in Q4 2018/Q1 

2019. 

Regional ISO Governance Principles 

Travis Kavulla, President NARUC & Commissioner MT PSC, moderated a discussion on 

regional ISO governance. 

A. Governance Principles  

-- Clifford Rechtschaffen, Senior Advisor, Office of Governor Brown 

o Mr. Rechtschaffen provided some background on the work done to date on the 

principles for governance of a regional ISO. A point of heavy contention is the 

original proposal’s voting rule which includes load-weighted requirements and 

some sort of load acknowledgement required for California legislature approval. 

-- Stacey Crowley, V.P. Regional and Federal Affairs, CAISO 

o Ms. Crowley presented the principles for the governance of regional ISO 

including (1) preservation of State Authority, (2) Transmission owner withdrawal, 

(3) transitional committee of stakeholders and states, (4) transition period, (5) 

composition and selection of Regional ISO Board, (6) Establishment of a Western 

States Committee, (7) Stakeholder processes and stakeholder participation, (8) 

requirements for plan to become effective, including governor’s certification. 
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B. Response Panel 

-- Philip Jones, Commissioner, Washington UTC 

o Commissioner Jones described the most recent changes to the governance 

principles document which include voting rule changes, transitional committee 

structure, and more clarity about a transition period. The transitional committee 

may need to be established before issues like the Resource Adequacy or 

Transmission Access Charge issues are decided. 

-- Mike Florio, Commissioner, California PUC 

o Commissioner Florio described the fear some entities have with governance 

principles of the regional ISO. One solution that all states have veto power 

(similar to a UN Security Council Model). The goal is always to strive for 

consensus. 

-- Bill Russell, Commissioner, Wyoming PSC 

o Commission Russell described a letter sent by a CAISO Board member, candidly 

known as the “October Surprise”, where the Board member testified that a 

Regional ISO would permit imposition of California environmental policy on 

other Western states. This is one of Wyoming’s major concerns. The voting rules 

for Western States Committee protect only California since it would essentially 

have veto power. The governance structure must build in protection at all levels of 

governance so that small states feel they can protect their interest. The proposal 

should remove the weighted voting structure. 

-- Dr. Laura Nelson, Energy Advisor, Utah Governor’s Office of Energy Development 

o Dr. Nelson described her state’s policy issues with the current structure of the 

Western States Committee and the structure should remain policy neutral. 

-- John Chatburn, Administrator, Idaho Governor’s Office of Energy 

o Mr. Chatburn described a fear that the Regional ISO governance issue can 

become more contentious issue in smaller states and warned the group that it can 

get bogged down more if it becomes a Idaho state legislature matter. 

-- Jennifer Gardner, Staff Attorney, Western Resource Advocates 

o Ms. Gardner proposed a compromise solution for the voting structure calling for a 

soft load cap: no state can have more than 49.9% of the vote and therefore no 

state single veto power. Another option is to give California two votes and all 

other states 1 vote to acknowledge the load dominance of CA. 
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-- Carl Zichella, Director of Western Transmission, NRDC 

o Mr. Zichella pointed out that the voting structure issue will be less of a problem as 

the market expands, but the goal must to be for the committee to strive for 

consensus first and then fall back on a voting rule. 

-- Tony Braun, Braun Blaising McLaughlin & Smith, P.C. 

o Mr. Braun proposes that the role of the Western States Committee should be 

reduced. The WSC has too much power and there are a lot of other stakeholders 

that don’t necessarily have a seat at the table. 

Regional ISO Market Monitoring 

Michael Picker, President of California PUC, moderated a discussion on market monitoring of a 

regional ISO. 

A. California Programs 

-- Eric Hildebrandt, Director Dept. of Market Monitoring, CAISO 

o Mr. Hildebrandt described the role of market monitoring units in wholesale 

electric markets and specifically in the CAISO. Market monitoring units must be 

independent and they work closely with FERC and State PUC staff. Roles: (1) 

review market performance, (2) review market participant behavior, (3) provide 

market design improvement recommendations, (4) Refer fraudulent/manipulative 

behavior to FERC. The CAISO Department of Market Monitoring is an internal 

department that reports directly to the CAISO Board, but remains independent 

from the other CAISO operations and only shares administration.  

B. FERC Programs 

-- Janel Burdick, Division of Energy Market Oversight, FERC 

o Ms. Burdick provided background on FERC’s Market Oversight Division and 

FERC Office of Enforcement. Division of Energy Market Oversight works 

closely with Market Monitoring Units (MMUs) to examine market design issues. 

FERC has access to large amount of market surveillance data to screen and detect 

specific behaviors of interest. Market monitoring at FERC conducts screens, 

initiates investigation and completes follow-up with issues. 

C. Other ISO Programs 

-- Joseph Bowring, President, Monitoring Analytics 

o Mr. Bowring described his role as PJM’s market monitor. The MMU has 

developed market rules (like the 3 pivotal supplier test) that are integrated directly 

into PJM’s market algorithms to conduct market power monitoring in real-time. 

The MMU interacts with PJM staff, all stakeholders, FERC, and States. MMU 

monitors PJM itself since the RTO actions can create non-competitive outcomes. 
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D. Audience Q&A 

o Commissioner Jones asked for the panelist to help describe the advantages and 

disadvantages of housing the MMU internal to the ISO or external to the ISO. 

Answer – Both models can work. The advantage of internal units is from a cost 

perspective since they share administration and IT resources. External units have 

a better appearance of remaining independent and fewer conflicts of interest. 

Regional ISO Western States Committee 

Susan Ackerman, an Independent Consultant, moderated a discussion on the Regional ISO 

Western States Committee 

A. Role and Authority of Western States Committee 

-- Burton Gross, Assistant General Counsel, CAISO 

o Mr. Gross provided an overview of the Western States Committee’s structure, 

membership, and role. Separate and independent from the ISO, one voting rep 

from each state and non-voting members for public power representatives. The 

current voting rule proposal requires 75% of the load as well as 75% of the states. 

The role of the committee is to preserve state authority. 

B. State - Federal Jurisdictional Issues 

-- Allison Clements, Senior Attorney, NRDC 

o Ms. Clements described the challenge of the changing grid with more 

participation of end users. Federal regulations affect customers and entities 

differently depending on where they are located and previous decisions made. 

Resource adequacy rules across ISOs are different in all regions. 

C. Response Panel 

-- Sarah Edmonds, V.P. PacifiCorp 

o Ms. Edmonds presented why PacifiCorp first explored the opportunities to expand 

markets in the West. PacifiCorp has the challenge of operating within six separate 

states who all have separate public policy positions. Additionally, the Energy 

Imbalance market was a useful experience but it was considerably less complex, 

risk, etc. than a full regional ISO. 

-- Carrie Simpson, Sr. Manager Market Operations, Xcel Energy 

o Ms. Simpson describe her discussion a previous Missouri regulator and the 

challenges he had when standing up SPP and MISO organizations and governance 

structures. 

-- Chris Parker, Director, Utah Division of Public Utilities 

o Mr. Parker described the concern that the benefits for all states need to be 

analyzed for the long-term so that consensus can occur. 
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-- Abby Briggerman, Of Counsel, Holland & Hart LLP 

o Ms. Briggerman presented the issues that rate-payers should be concerned with 

regard to the WSC proposal including: cost allocation to states that may not agree 

with another state’s public policy and that rate payers have no representatives on 

the WSC. 

-- Philip Jones, Commissioner, Washington UTC 

o Commissioner Jones described the work done through the Florio-Jones meetings 

and there are issues up in the air right now, so the Western States Committee may 

need to be formed first. 

Federal Updates 

-- Cheryl LaFleur, Commissioner, FERC 

o Commissioner LaFleur provided an update of the recent and current work at the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). The focus of the Commission 

reliability, security, cost and environmental impact of the electric sector. The 

Energy Imbalance Market helps the West on these issues and it will improve with 

more regional expansion. The Southwest Power Pool is a good model for the 

West compared to market structures like PJM. There are federal energy policy 

bills at the committee levels in both the House and Senate. There is support for 

the governance work being completed for the Regional ISO. Commissioner 

LaFleur also acknowledged Commissioner Savage’s final WIRAB-CREPC 

meeting which lead to a standing ovation.  

-- Larry Mansueti, Office of Electricity, US DOE 

o Mr. Mansueti gave an update on US Department of Energy initiatives. DOE 

released a report on the safety and reliability of natural gas storage facilities. The 

President of the US signed an executive order on space weather events. DOE’s 

Advanced Research Projects Agency- Energy (ARPA-E) issued funding for 13 

storage projects. There is a new off-shore wind initiative to work toward 86 GW 

of offshore wind by 2050. The DOE has increased its funding for cyber security 

Research & Development. DOE is also working on a new hydroelectric power 

vision. Finally, Mr. Mansueti gave an update on the Quadrennial Energy Review 

1.2. A final report to be completed before the next President. 

-- Audience Q&A 

o Data Sharing and CEII – Commissioner LaFluer stated that the data sharing issue 

is tricky because some information should be protected, but information that 

doesn’t need to be protected should not necessarily be kept protected.  

o PURPA Requirements – Commissioner LaFluer stated that FERC held Technical 

Conferences and hopes to address some of the issues. Congress asked the 
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Commission what should be fixed in Federal Power Act and PURPA was on the 

list.  

Distributed Energy Resource Pricing 

A. NARUC Distributed Resource Pricing Manual 

-- Travis Kavulla, President NARUC and Vice-Chairman MT PSC 

o Commissioner Kavulla presented the Distributed Energy Resource (DER) 

Compensation Manual he spearheaded as National Association of Regulatory 

Utility Commissioners (NARUC) President. The Manual was created to provide 

regulators with a practical set of tools having to grapple with issues surrounding 

rate design for DER. The manual includes overarching themes of fixed cost 

recovery, impacts on other utility costs, moving away from net-metering, value of 

resource (specifically solar), demand charges, fixed charges, minimum bills, 

interconnection fees, and transactive energy. 

B. State Roundtable on Value of Solar Proceedings 

-- Carol Revelt, Executive Staff Director, Utah PSC 

o Ms. Revelt presented on Utah’s current net-metering review of PacifiCorp during 

a General Rate Case. 2002 statute provides customers a straight kWh credit for 

net-metering residential customers. The Utah Commission opened a Docket to 

investigate the cost and benefits of PacifiCorp’s Net Metering Program. The 

Commission made an Order on the process to be used to determine that costs and 

benefits of the Net Metering Program: (1) to establish an analytical framework, 

(2) perform two cost of service studies to be conducted by PacifiCorp. Currently, 

the process awaits PacifiCorp’s net meter load research study and cost/benefit 

analysis. 

-- Doug Little, Chairman, Arizona Corporation Commission 

o Chairman Little presented how the Arizona Corporation Commission is 

addressing value of solar proceedings since net-meter rules were first establishing 

in 2007. He could not discuss specific of the proceedings, but stated that studies 

are being conducted. 

-- Mike Florio, Commissioner, California PUC 

o Commissioner Florio referenced a document, California’s Distributed Energy 

Resources Action Plan: Aligning Vision and Action, which is a focus of net-

metering proceedings at the CPUC. 

-- Frances Koncilja, Commissioner, Colorado PUC 

o Commissioner Koncilja presented Colorado’s net-metering rules. Commission 

had the ability to set net-metering rules from the Gov. Ritter administration, but 
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did not initially take up the issue. Grid charge debate was a highly contested issue. 

Co-op and municipal communities moving toward 100% renewable energy. 

Synchrophasor Technology Update 

Commissioner John Savage, Chair of CREPC & WIRAB, moderated a discussion on 

Synchrophasor Technology. 

 

A. Wide-Area Sensing and “Big Data” Analytics 

-- Anna Scaglione, Professor, Arizona State University 

o Professor Scaglione educated the audience on the physical principles of electric 

phasors and presented the advantages of Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) data 

monitoring power flows. PMU can capture what SCADA measurements cannot 

and the advantages increase with enabling technologies (1) GPS & (2) wide are 

high speed networks and storage. Large deployments of PMUs drastically 

increases the amount of analysis and analytics that can be conducted on the whole 

system. Challenges include data quality, real-time communications and 

computation.  

B. Synchrophasor Deployment in the West 

-- Alison Silverstein, NAPSI Project Manager 

o Ms. Silverstein provided background on the PMU Synchrophasor deployment in 

the West. Applications underway include: model validation, phase angle 

monitoring, frequency response analysis, oscillation detection and monitoring, 

visualization and wide-area situational awareness, event analysis and forensic 

analysis, feed phase angles into State Estimator, data quality monitoring, event 

playback for operator and engineering training, and many other applications on 

the way. 

C. Response Panel 

-- John Stout, Interim Chief Executive Officer, Peak Reliability 

o Mr. Stout described the Synchrophasor data issues at Peak Reliability. Data 

quality issues: Data availability (a good score is above 99% availability, most 

entities are not meeting criteria), data errors, time errors. Bonneville Power 

Administration (BPA) with 59 deployed PMUs significantly outperforms all other 

PMU owners. Peak is going to include PMU data quality reports in the reports it 

provides to Balancing Authority (BA) and Transmission Operator (TOP) CEOs. 

Companies that have applications that utilize PMU data tend to have higher data 

quality. 
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-- Rich Sootkoos, Chief Executive Officer, PingThings 

o Mr. Sootkoos presented work PingThings is completing regarding real-time data 

analytics tools that utilize PMU data. PingThings has developed a tools that can 

be used to help detect GMD and data quality. New use cases are being created and 

include asset maintenance tools, forensics, cyber security, and distributed 

generation tool. 

 

Recess 

WIRAB Chair, John Savage (OR), recessed the meeting at 5:00 PM. 

Welcome and Introductions (November 2nd 8:00 AM) 

WIRAB Chair John Savage (OR) provided the welcome.   

Peak Reliability Update and Initiatives 

-- John Stout, Interim President & C.E.O., Peak Reliability 

o Mr. Stout gave an update on the Aliso Canyon issue in the LA basin in Southern 

California. Focused on the successful and “unprecedented” coordination between 

parties involving gas and electric resources.  SoCal Gas has requested approval to 

resume injections into the storage facility. Peak is also working on tools to unlock 

additional transmission capacity and improve congestion management. The goal 

is to move away from seasonal studies and path limits to real-time flow-based 

tools that better reflect actual day-to-day operations. Mr. Stout also described the 

benefits of one Reliability Coordinator (RC) in the West. 

-- Marie Jordan, President and C.E.O., Peak Reliability 

o Ms. Jordan provided an overview of her experience in the industry and the value 

she brings to Peak as the new CEO. She is excited about the tools Peak provides 

utilities that improve reliability and believes this model is missing in the Eastern 

Interconnection. 

Coal Unit Retirements in the West 

A. Overview of Announced Retirements 

-- Maury Galbraith, Executive Director, WIEB 

Mr. Galbraith provided an overview of coal unit retirements in the West, related 

EGU emission reductions, and compliance with the CPP target emissions 

reductions. A significant number of coal units in the West (40 of 103 coal EGUs, 

39%) have been or will be retired by 2030. EPA’s CPP target emissions for the 

West would require 80 million tons in reductions by 2030. Emissions reductions 

from retiring coal plants = 52 million tons, constituting 65% of the CPP gap 

requirement. Review of coal plant retirements and the WECC 2026 Common 
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Case (to account for necessary redispatch) indicates that only 7 million tons of 

additional reductions would be needed to reach the CPP target emissions 

reductions.  Many states will achieve compliance with CPP with announced coal-

plant retirements.  Several other states will have significant compliance gaps.  It is 

now necessary to shift focus from how to achieve compliance with the CPP to 

assessing the implications of coal plant retirements. 

B. Expert Response Panel 

-- Cameron Yourkowski, Policy Manager, Renewable Northwest 

o Mr. Yourkowski provided a presentation that focused on what will happen to 

transmission availability after coal plants retire. Retiring coal plants may result in 

frequency response issues, voltage support issues, inertia, and weak grid issues. 

Issue: can transmission be used for other generation? Reusing transmission can: 

provide access to high-value renewable energy resources; help maintain reliability 

of the system; help meet state RPS at least cost; provide transmission for diverse 

resources; avoid retail rate impacts; provide new economic development for 

renewables; new employment opportunities; and environmental benefits. Studies 

to date considering reuse of transmission were inconclusive. More studies are 

needed. Moving forward, we need to develop proactive transmission plans that 

provide opportunities for state oversight and consider who will bear the costs of 

upgrading transmission infrastructure to accommodate new generation coming 

onto the system. 

-- Dan Brickley, Manager Transmission & Interconnection Projects, SRP 

o Mr. Brickley presented the challenge of retiring coal units in the West and 

specifically system challenges for Arizona, where coal produced 52% of the 

energy being delivered to customers. Major transmission lines were developed to 

deliver energy to load centers – has formed a high-voltage network grid – support 

between states and access to markets. The shifting resource base from the 

northeast to the south and west of the State will require new transmission 

infrastructure. Coal units help maintain system stability during disturbances and 

are an important means of regulating voltage. Challenges to consider include the 

following: 1) how will transfer capabilities between states change; 2) what new 

sources of voltage regulation will be required; 3) modeling for technical and 

economic studies; and 4) what are the reliability and security concerns regarding 

natural gas transportation? 

Idaho – WIEB SEP Grant Road Map 

-- Alaine Ginocchio, Policy Analyst, WIEB 

o Ms. Ginocchio provided an overview of the ID-SEP project, identified four 

project priority areas, outlined specific challenges addressed in WIEB’s technical 
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briefs, and introduced the project Roadmap for state policy makers and regulators. 

The roadmap and technical briefs are available for comment. WIEB will conduct 

a webinar providing stakeholders with an opportunity to ask questions and/or 

provide feedback. 

o Ms. Ginocchio also presented the topics of two the technical briefs titled: (1) 

Coordination of Energy Efficiency EM&V and (2) Clean Energy Future – Linking 

to Obtain the Potential Benefits of Larger Carbon Markets 

-- Richard McAllister, Economist/Policy Analyst, WIEB 

o Mr. McAllister presented content of two technical briefs regarding distributed 

energy resources titled: (1) Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Interconnection 

Timelines and Advanced Inverter Deployment: Their Improvement in the Western 

Interconnection; (2) Distributed Energy Resources (DERs): Technological and 

Policy Considerations of Hosting Capacity and Locational Value. 

-- Eric Baran, Engineer/Policy Analyst, WIEB 

o Mr. Baran present the content of a technical brief regarding coal plant retirement 

and frequency response titled: Coal Plant Retirement & Reliability – Frequency 

Response – Maintaining Reliability with a Changing Resource Mix. 

Business Meeting 

-- Maury Galbraith, Executive Director, WIEB 

o Mr. Galbraith presented some of WIEB’s current initiatives: (1) Idaho-SEP Grant; 

(2) RETI 2.0 Transmission Workshops; (3) WIEB-Stanford Electricity Market 

Workshop; (4) Barriers to Electricity Storage project; (5) Solar PV Barriers grant. 

US DOE approved a 3-year grant to study barriers to solar deployment in the 

Western Interconnection.  WIEB is partnering with NREL and LB&L.  Built into 

the grant is tremendous potential for state participation, to cover costs of meetings 

and travel expenses.  This grant provides an opportunity for states to influence the 

issues to be addressed. Mr. Galbraith also presented the initiatives in the WIRAB 

2017 budget and that the budget was approved by FERC.  

o Mr. Galbraith also proposed to schedule the WIRAB-CREPC meetings for every 

third week of April (with WIEB) and October (with EIM BOSR). Hold the dates 

for 2017: April 17-19, 2017 and October 16-18, 2017 

o The CREPC leadership succession was presented: 

 John Savage, outgoing CREPC Chair; 

 New Co-chairs Chatburn & Kavulla, elected by unanimous vote. 

o Commissioners Kavulla, Jones, and Florio, as well as previous WIEB Executive 

Director Doug Larson, provided candid remarks regarding Commissioner 

Savage’s Chairmanship of the WIRAB and CREPC. 
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Adjourn  

Outgoing WIRAB-CREPC Chair John Savage (OR) adjourned the meeting at 11:30 AM.  

 


